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The strength of steel combined with 

the beauty of natural oak in a full 

featured cable managed bench 

system.



The Tommer system offers an extremely versatile desk solution, in either a single desk 

or bench style format.

With multiple-depth worktop options and cable access solutions, Tommer offers 

everything that a high-density, open plan work station based office environment requires.

Tommer is built using an engineered telescopic frame, that allows for future changes in 

desk widths, without the cost of having to change the whole product. Just simply change 

worktops!

Tommer combines the strength of steel with the beauty of natural oak in a full featured 

cable managed bench system.

4 person Tommer bench with Partical screens

Single Tommer desk with oak plank accessories rail



6 person Tommer bench with Lunar screens.



The flexible bench underframe includes 

telescopic beams, cable trays & risers.  The tops 

can be specified fixed or sliding to access the 

high capacity cable trays.  Screens attach 

directly to the bench frame providing robust 

metal to metal fixing.



Tommer can be specified an accessories plank along the back edge of the 

worktop.  The oak is machined to form a series of recesses pots, pens, 

charging & tablet/phone stands.

Acoustic dividing screens run between worktops & securely fix to the steel 

underframe of the bench to form robust construction.



Tommer end desk with plank accessories rail sitting at the end of a line of bench work stations.



MyStorage version of Tommer was designed as a contemporary, hybrid workstation, 

that could form multiple layouts and configurations.  Single, 2 & 4 person work stations 

can be configured where clusters with integrated storage are required rather than 

linear bench runs.

MyStorage uses the same components as the Tommer bench so that products can be 

mixed on a floor plate yet have the same aesthetic.  

The executive work station also follows the same aesthetic & has been designed with 

cellular managers offices, in mind. 


